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SEASIDE RENDEZVOUS
Story and photographs Elizabeth Walton

THE RANGES TO THE WEST had taken on an orange
glow and the red sun was setting earlier and earlier.
Smoke claimed the purpling skies and fires raged up and
down the coast. All summer long a sinister backdrop of
flames framed the seaside town of Bermagui.

had. With Sculpture Bermagui due to launch mid-March, it
seemed impossible that either the artists or the organisers
could pull out from the wreckage of the summer of hell
in time. Many other festivals directly in the line of fire had
already declared they had no choice but to cancel.

Then on New Year’s Eve, the people of Cobargo went
down to the water as the beach became the only safe
refuge. When the town’s fresh water supply was shut
off, everyone in Bermagui was evacuated to somewhere
else, and the few who managed to stay in town got by
on bottled water and stale bread, with no power, no
supplies, and the continual threat that the carnage wasn’t
done yet - the fires were coming back.

And then the miracle happened. In evacuation centres and
makeshift housing across the south coast, artists bunkered
down, festival organisers regrouped, the wind changed
direction, and everyone got busy planning and pulling the
exhibition together.

As flames licked the forest and touched backyards on
the edges of Bermagui, tough conversations were being

As if all of that wasn’t chaotic enough, at the same time an
even larger threat was beginning to cloud the horizon: the
festival was due to launch in the short window between
the easing of the fire risk, and the closing of the streets due
the Covid-19 global pandemic. The banning of groups came

into effect just as the festival was due to finish. Somehow,
the tough decision was made for the festival to go ahead.
‘Somehow,’ says longstanding Sculpture Bermagui curator,
Pauline Balos, ‘these artists have done something remarkable
- they have put their submissions together despite the
tragedy of their circumstances.’
Many artworks were only available for the exhibition
because they were on display at other exhibitions during
the fires and saved from burning with their studios and
their homes.
Despite losing his home and his studio at Malua Bay,
sculptor Nick Hopkins was able to go ahead with the
exhibition, after quickly packing the car with a few things
before the fire claimed the home he and his wife built
together.

uneasy living in my typical ‘home amongst the gum trees’
on six acres in the Eurobodalla Shire in New South Wales,’
Nick Hopkins says.
‘The summer of 19/20 was looking especially diabolical
and my wife and I knew that in a wildfire our house was
indefensible. In fact we had already decided to sell our
place sometime in 2020 for this very reason. The loss of
my home, my workshop and our gardens has left me two
parts devastated and three parts enraged that successive
governments have failed to take meaningful action to
reduce our carbon emissions,’ he says.

To hear the voice of this ordinarily calm and gentle man, is
to hear the unmistakable voice of heartbreak, particularly
when he says the devastation could have been avoided if
governments had responded earlier.

Many of his favourite sculptures were lost in the fire. He has
spent countless years campaigning against the tragedy he
could see on the horizon, as more and more of the coast is
drying out in response to relentless logging. ‘I take inspiration
for my sculptures from wood that I see lying on the forest
floor or left over from logging operations,’ Nick says. ‘It is
particularly ironic that climate change activists can lose their
homes and livelihoods as a result of bushfires made so much
more intense and ferocious by climate change.’

‘I have been asking the government to act on climate
change for over a decade. I was well aware of the rapidly
increasing bushfire risk in Australia and felt increasingly

The experiences of this summer have left Nick Hopkins
feeling lost, disillusioned and angry. In the ultimate slap in
the face, Nick and his wife are now faced with the task of

Sculptor Nick Hopkins
removing the dead trees they planted around their house
as they prepare for sale. ‘We worked hard to landscape
and plant all kinds of things which now have not only
perished but stand there dead demanding removal by the
very hands that planted them and nurtured them.’ They
are in such a dark place at the moment that even the
thought of planning the next steps seems a bridge too far.
But they will not be returning home, and they know they
will not be rebuilding.
In the weeks after the fires, Nick lead a group of south
coast residents whose homes had burned on a peaceful
protest at Parliament House, Canberra, with each person
carrying a wheelbarrow full of the charred remains of
their homes. As the media swooped on the story and
gave the residents time to speak about what they had
been through, other elements of the media used this

opportunity to lampoon the group for speaking up on
climate change.
‘Even more infuriating is the pattern adopted by politicians
and right wing shock jocks to humiliate and denigrate
people like myself who have campaigned for serious
action on climate change and ambitious renewable energy
targets,’ he says.
As artists do, Nick has turned the rage and tragedy into
yet more art. ‘Our loungeroom ceiling had three beautiful
massive Oregon timbers supporting the roof,’ he says. ‘It also
had a tribute to the trees from which that timber came.’
Amongst the debris he found a piece of this Oregon and
brought it out of the flattened wreckage which is all that
remains of his home. He turned the wood into a sculpture

...artists have always been at the
forefront of the double life, and the
knowledge that even the most highly
skilled may see little financial reward
in their lifetimes.

Nick Hopkins:
I reckon it got to about
1400 degrees in here.
We came back five hours
later and it was just all
over. There was no saving
anything. Driving back
along our street seeing
what survived and what
didn’t, we didn’t have a
good feeling. And we pulled
up and saw the flames
burning in the house…
we just backed away and
drove off and couldn’t
come back here for a
couple of days.

with three flame-shaped tongues representing the fire.
‘I also had a 3-metre high tree trunk that I carved with a
chainsaw into the double helix spiral - it survived the fire
with just a little bit of damage at the bottom, just enough
to give it a bit more character,’ Nick says. Despite the
turmoil, Nick’s ordinarily calm and gentle persona shows
up in his work, which took out a People’s Choice award at
Sculpture Bermagui.
‘His work moved in a slow, mesmerising, calming way,’
Pauline Balos says, ‘showing the quality of the wood and the
soft colours, which really appealed to people after the fires,
at a time when they were looking for something soothing.’
The expression of concern for the environment appeared
in many of the exhibits. An ephemeral work by Daniel
Burkhardt entitled No Answers consisted of a series of
large red question marks, gradually falling over as the
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questions facing humanity one by one get toppled,
becoming larger and more complex as the questions we
are facing ultimately become more impossible to answer.
In other observations of the present predicament of
the world, a giant, translucent white bee from artist
Ben Eyles announces When I’m gone, you’ll soon follow
- a work that is lit with coloured stripes in the night,
reminiscent of an earlier work of his which featured a
giant whale tail emerging from Lake Jindabyne in the
Snowy Mountains region. He has also produced a rhino
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with the same techniques. His work always features the
species which are most at risk from human interference
with the natural world. ‘The world’s bee population is at
risk of extinction through climate change and over use of
pesticides,’ Eyles says. He is concerned about the issues
facing food production, where in many parts of the world,
pollination can no longer occur without trucks of bees
being driven around orchards to pollinate crops, in an
environment which is often so heavily sprayed that there
is no insect life whatsoever. ‘Without them to pollinate,
humans will suffer greatly,’ Eyles says.
In the true spirit of resilience, many of the artists support
their immense skills with work in other industries. While
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durable, which are factors a lot of sculptors
don’t really think beyond making a work of art.’
To survive this, Balos says, many sculptors have
to have a bread and butter job.
For metal forger Thomas Westra, whose work
was selected for this year’s acquisitive prize,
this means taking the usual artist’s path of
opening up his foundry for workshops to share
his immense skills with other artists. His work
Landed features a life-sized eagle made from
forged and welded steel, in a work the artist
says expresses the ‘journey of searching, finding
and holding onto the passion for life’. His
metal skills are assisted with computer based
modelling and designs which help bring the final
sculpture to life.
Chair of Sculpture Bermagui Paul Payten says
the fact that the exhibition was able to go
ahead has been a highly positive step for a
town very deep in the journey of mourning
and recovery. ‘
the news headlines are filled with concerns about the
plight of footballers in the wake of Covid-19, there is little
mention of the worldwide impact on the lives of artists but then, artists have always been at the forefront of the
double life, and the knowledge that even the most highly
skilled may see little financial reward in their lifetimes.
For Ante Hulst, that double life means creating Full moon
rising as a sophisticated interactive spinning globe, carved
from an ancient pine tree, whilst running a cameo as
wood-fired pizza restaurant from a mobile food truck. He
spent much of the summer set up at evacuation centres,
making pizzas to help everyone pull through.
‘The economic side of sculpture is really important to
understand,’ says curator Pauline Balos. ‘Few people
understand how hard it is to make a living as a sculptor
- particularly when there is so much to be taken into
account.’
For a work to be chosen to be displayed publicly, such
as for Sculpture’s acquisitive prize, the work has to meet
strict safety criteria. ‘To be considered for a public art
prize, the sculpture has to be mindful of public safety which means that people mustn’t be able to climb on
it, there should be no protruding bits, and it has to be

Every year, people say the exhibition is better than the
year before, and this year, the fact that so many artists still
came and brought their art to us despite what they were
going through, it is just something that has brought so
many positives to Bermagui at a time of immense grieving.’
‘We really had to take the approach that if it was meant
to be then it was meant to be, and really, it has had an
uplift on the town. We were lucky to be able to pull it
together, and people are saying it has really put a smile
back on people’s faces after what we’ve all been through,’
Payten says.
For curator Pauline Balos, that has meant that the
trepidation of going ahead in dark times was worth the
risk. ‘Public art is meant to please, it is meant to inspire.
For art to be eclipsed first by fire and then by a virus, and
get through all of that with only a partial eclipse, it really
just shows that inspiration and exposure to art is in fact
resilience building.
‘I believe from that point of view - and I’m getting a bit
of a lump in the throat talking about it - people from
out of town who joined us from across the country to
experience Sculpture Bermagui this year really can feel
that uplift, literally and metaphorically.’

Ante Hulst’s sphere is
still on the headland at
Bermagui, long after the
exhibition has packed
up and moved on. It
will soon be installed
as a renegade artwork
outside the pub on
the footpath (without
council approval) where
people can walk by
and spin it, almost in
defiance of a world that
in many ways seems
to have come to a
standstill.
If Sculpture Bermagui
is anything to go
by, human spirit will
endure long after the
tumbleweeds take over
the town.
People are going to
get through all that
has happened with the
fires, the environmental
mess, and even the
global pandemic that
presently restricts the
viewing of public art to
virtual tours.
Those who go about
town on their daily
constitutional, limited to
a group of only two with
the addition of a dog
when it needs to lift its
leg, will be able to enjoy
the quiet view over the
sea to Mount Gulaga
(which used to be called
Mount Dromedary), the
ancient mother of this
region, and think back
to seeing the positives
of life when there were
celebrations of public
art on the headland and
clear skies above the
sea as they remember
Sculpture Bermagui.
Elizabeth Walton

